
· Rated for Heavy Commercial Traffic 

· Soil + Stain Resistant 

· Mold + Mildew Resistant 

· Ultra-Violet Stable + Fade Resistant

· Easy to Clean

· Pet Friendly 

· Gasoline, Grease, and Motor Oil Resistant

· Sound Dampening 

· Available in 8'6"and 10' widths

· 10' x 22' cutting capability

· Wide-width nesting options for lower costs

· Various binding offerings

· Optional pre-placed snap locations

· Quick Turnaround

· Protected Shipping Methods

· Dedicated Order Entry and Fulfillment

Portfolio of 
valued partners

And many more

 
Infinity’s Luxury Woven 
Vinyl™ face fabric 
is directly attached 
to a vinyl cushion 
backing. Fast-drying, 
anti-bacterial, and 
anti-microbial, this 
unique vinyl-on-vinyl 
construction sets 
Infinity apart from the 
competition by making 
LWV more resilient and 
better-suited for a wide 
range of environments.
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Contact our sales and service 
team for free samples

CNC + 

CAPABILITY

FEATURES+ 

BENEFITS

FEATURES+ 

BENEFITS
MULTIPLE CUSHION 

BACKINGS



Infinity Luxury Woven Vinyl (LWV), LLC is dedicated to providing innovative designs 

that are unique to the eye and guaranteed to surpass all your flooring needs. We 

value your loyalty and partnership and promise to always deliver the latest trends. 

Whether in marine, RV, commercial, hospitality or aviation we are committed to 

remain the leader in LWV. 

All together, it is simply better flooring. 

MARKETS SERVED

PATTERNS

CLASSIC

TEAK

VALUE

Infinity's Patterns series is 
woven with cutting edge 
technology using Jaquard 
Looms, blending beautiful 
tonal textures with a 
sophisticated color palette.

Home to the popular 
Seagrass, Weave, and 
Bamboo collections, Infinity's 
Classic series boasts a large 
variety of styles woven on a 
traditional Loom.

The Teak series mimics 
traditional wooden flooring 
with an emphasis on modern 
woodgrain texture and rich 
colors.

Uncomplicated minimalist 
designs, Infinity's Value series 
offers collections designed 
with the notion that less is 
sometimes more.
  

FLOORING COLLECTIONS

Commercial Hospitality

Marine RV

Fitness Residential

MAINTENANCE + 

CLEANING

We put our flooring through some 

of the harshest tests to ensure 

that the product received is both 

resilient and safe. Luxury Woven 

Vinyl is backed by one of the 

strongest warranties in the industry.

TESTS + 

WARRANTY

Year
10

 LIMITED WARRANTY

 

Most spills and stains can be removed from LWV 

with soap, water, and a clean towel. LWV can also be 

vacuumed or mopped. Tougher stains can be cleaned 

with a solution of 1 cup bleach and ¼ cup soap per 

gallon of water. 

For more cleaning and warranty information, visit our website at infinitylwv.com.


